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e oxide as a water, carbon dioxide
and oxygen barrier in plasticized poly(vinyl chloride)
films†

Ngoc Minh Nguyen Huynh,a Zhanna A. Boeva,*a Jan-Henrik Smått,b Markus Pesonenc

and Tom Lindfors *a

Herein, we report the incorporation of a 10 mm thick reduced graphene oxide (RGO) barrier layer in

a plasticized poly(vinyl chloride) (PVC) film as the main constituent in ion-selective membranes used in

potentiometric solid-contact ion-selective electrodes (SCISE). Fourier transform infrared attenuated total

reflection (FTIR-ATR) and oxygen transmission rate (OTR) measurements showed that the embedded

RGO barrier efficiently impedes the diffusion of liquid water, carbon dioxide and oxygen (O2) through the

400 mm thick PVC film, which causes potential instability and irreproducibility of the SCISEs. The

measurements revealed that the RGO layer completely blocks the carbon dioxide diffusion, while it fully

blocks the water diffusion for 16 h and reduced the OTR by 85% on average. The mm-thick RGO films

used in this study were easier to handle and incorporate into host polymers, and form more efficient and

robust barriers compared to the mono-, few- and multilayer graphene commonly applied as barrier

layers for liquids and gases. We also demonstrated that the FTIR-ATR technique employed in the

permeability measurements is a versatile and very sensitive technique for studying the diffusion of small

amounts of water and carbon dioxide through graphene-based thin films.
1. Introduction

Graphene has been studied extensively due to its exceptional
mechanical properties,1 high thermal2 and electrical conduc-
tivity (high electron mobility),3 exibility and transparency.
These properties make graphene and reduced graphene oxide
(RGO) useful in a wide range of applications such as gas
sensors,4 transparent conductive lms,5 corrosion protection6

and electronic devices.7 Although electrons can easily pass
a defect-free monolayer of graphene,8 the penetration of ions,
gases (including helium)9 and water10 through graphene is
efficiently prevented by its dense electron cloud.8 This makes
graphene one of the most promising materials for preparing
thin, impermeable membranes and coatings, which was
demonstrated by the excellent corrosion inhibition of copper
and nickel substrates.6 It was shown that the metal substrates
corroded only at cracks in the monolayer graphene lm. Despite
its superior barrier properties, it was also recently reported that
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monolayer graphene is highly permeable to thermal protons
under ambient conditions, in contrast to bilayer graphene that
is impermeable because of the AB stacking of the graphene
sheets (i.e. the hexagonal rings of the second monolayer are
centered on the carbon atoms of the rst monolayer).8

The synthesis of monolayer graphene is challenging and
therefore it usually contains defects. First-principle density
functional theory calculations have shown that small point
defects conserving the sp2 hybridization of graphene (e.g.
Stone–Wales defect, 555-777 and 585 divacancy, tetravacancy
and hexavacancy) do not destroy the impermeability of the
graphene towards He.11,12 Hence, only relatively large defects
will make the graphene sheet permeable to small atoms and
molecules. The graphene monolayer also forms a very efficient
water barrier by trapping traces of moisture le on a single-
crystal diamond surface encapsulated by graphene10 or liquid
placed between two graphene layers in a graphene liquid cell
used for studying colloidal platinum nanocrystal growth.13 The
fabrication of monolayer graphene is generally a rather
complicated bottom–up process, oen including chemical
vapor deposition (CVD) of graphene on nickel or copper14

substrates followed by PMMA wet transfer of the formed lm to
another metal or polymer substrate.15 The wet transfer oen
leaves PMMA impurities on the graphene surface, in addition to
defects (holes) in the graphene lm, resulting in a graphene
surface that does not fully cover the substrate material, which
decreases its barrier properties. Moreover, only rather small
RSC Adv., 2018, 8, 17645–17655 | 17645
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area graphene monolayers can be prepared with the relatively
expensive CVD technique, limiting the practical applicability.

This limitation can be overcome with top–down approaches
that enable the fabrication of large area graphene-based lms and
barrier layers. Most use either the hydrophilic graphene oxide
(GO) or the more hydrophobic RGO,16 which is obtained by
chemical reduction (e.g. with hydrazine,17–19 sodium borohy-
dride,20 sodium hydroxide,21,22 ascorbic acid23) or electrochemical
reduction of GO.24–26 GO lms can be easily prepared by spray-
ing,27 drop-casting,28 spin-4 and dip-coating29 on various
substrates or prepared as freestanding lms.30 However, the GO
lms usually contain defects seen as a D band in the Raman
spectrum31,32 due to the graphite oxide exfoliation destroying the
sp2 hybridization and electrical conductivity of graphene leaving
defects and oxygen-containing groups on the surface of the gra-
phene sheets (hydroxyl, epoxy, carbonyl and carboxyl groups).33

The reduction of GO removes most of these surface groups and
partially restores the electrical conductivity, but cannot restore the
hexagonal lattice of graphene.33,34 If the defects are large enough,
they weaken the barrier properties of GO and RGO. In addition,
the diffusion of ions, gases and water can also occur through
sheet edges, inter-edge and interlayer spacing formed between the
GO/RGO sheets.35–42 In the dry state, the GO lms are vacuum-
tight but act as a molecular sieve blocking all solutes larger
than 4.5 Å when immersed in water.35,36 The partially lost barrier
property of GO is caused by the formed nanocapillary network,
which in the hydrated state increases the interlayer distance
between the GO sheets allowing diffusion of, for example, Mg2+

and Cl� through the GO lm but blocking larger ions and organic
molecules.36 Nair et al. speculated that a layered GO lm consists
of separated non-oxidized pristine graphene regions and oxygen-
functionalized regions acting as spacers keeping the sheets apart
with an estimated distance of ca. 5 Å that is large enough for
hosting a monolayer of water.36 Molecular dynamics simulations
(MDS) showed that twomonolayers of water are required between
the GO sheets to facilitate the diffusion of larger ions. According
to Nair et al., the pristine graphene regions form a network of
channels that allow the low-friction ow of water while the
oxidized regions retard the water diffusion. On the other hand,
results obtained by atomistic simulations reveal a strong inter-
action of water with the oxidized regions reducing considerably
the expected ow enhancement (boundary slip) in ultrathin GO
lms.42,43 This is in good accordance with MDS performed by
Devanathan et al., showing that water diffuses slowly between the
GO sheets due to strong interactions with hydroxy groups and
only 21% of the water molecules are in the free form or as bulk-
like water.44 Wei et al. attributed the reported fast water ow
across GO membranes to its porous microstructure, i.e. the
expanded interlayer spacing, wide channels formed at wrinkles,
inter-edge spaces and holes (defects).42

The gas diffusion through graphene and GO follows the
same principles as the water diffusion. The diffusion can occur
at structural defects45 but selective gas diffusion can also be
induced by varying the pore size and interlayer sheet distance
with different GO stacking methods.46 Structural defects of GO
give high separation selectivity of 3400 and 900 for hydrogen
(H2) over carbon dioxide and nitrogen (N2), respectively,
17646 | RSC Adv., 2018, 8, 17645–17655
because only hydrogen gas molecules are small enough to
penetrate the defects.45 In addition to increasing the GO thick-
ness, humidity also decreases the gas permeance, indicating
that condensed water accumulated between the GO sheets and
in the pores of GO slows down the gas diffusion.46 Su et al. re-
ported that the humidity-dependent interlayer distance of
adjacent GO sheets decreases from ca. 7–13 Å to 4 Å upon
reduction to RGO, which in combination with the increased
hydrophobicity decreases the permeability of water, ions and
gases.40 RGO was utilized as an oxygen ultra barrier for organic
electronics cast on top of poly(3-hexylthiophene) (P3HT),41

which increased the lifetime of P3HT to 1300 h, demonstrating
the good barrier properties of RGO. One of the most promising
routes for the chemical reduction of GO is the use of hydroiodic
acid as a reducing agent, which is an efficient and facile method
to produce freestanding RGO lms of high quality.40 Recently, it
was suggested that iodine catalyzes the ring-opening reaction of
the epoxy groups of GO and converts them into hydroxyl
groups.47 It was shown that a 30 nm thick freestanding RGO lm
prepared by hydroiodic acid reduction was practically imper-
meable to water vapor.40 The hydroiodic acid reduction
contributes to the excellent barrier properties by forming water
as the reaction product, in comparison to the commonly used
reducing agents that release carbon dioxide and cause wrinkles
on the RGO surface and thus increase its permeability.

In this paper, we report how we rst formed ca. 10 mm thick
freestanding GO lms at the liquid/air interface by heating an
aqueous GO suspension at 80 �C for 1 h.30 The GO lms were then
reduced to RGO in hydroiodic acid and incorporated as barrier
layers in 400 mm thick plasticized poly(vinyl chloride) (PVC) lms,
which are commonly used as the ion-selective membrane (ISM)
matrix in potentiometric solid-contact ion-selective electrodes
(SCISE). The role of the RGO barrier is to prevent the detrimental
water layer formation at the inner interfaces of the SCISE and also
the diffusion of oxygen and carbon dioxide to these interfaces,
which have all been shown to induce the potential instability and
irreproducibility of the SCISEs; this hampers their commerciali-
zation and the calibration-free applications of SCISEs. Here, we
have purposely used thicker and more robust RGO lms that are
easier to handle in practical applications compared tomono- and
few-layer graphene barrier layers. Our results obtained with
Fourier transform infrared attenuated total reection (FTIR-ATR)
spectroscopy and oxygen transmission rate (OTR) measurements
reveal that the buried RGO layer functions as a highly efficient
barrier in plasticized PVC lms by impeding the diffusion of
liquid water, carbon dioxide and oxygen through the PVC lm. In
addition, we show that the FTIR-ATR spectroscopy is a very
simple and sensitive technique for monitoring low levels of water
and carbon dioxide diffusing through the RGO and RGO–PVC
lms compared to most other methods that are based on gravi-
metric principles.48

2. Experimental
2.1 Materials

The GO solution (5 mg mL�1; SKU-HCGO-W-175) was
purchased from the Graphene Supermarket with the individual
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2018
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ake size varying between 0.5–5 mm. High molecular weight
PVC (HMW PVC), bis(2-ethylhexyl) sebacate (DOS), tetrahydro-
furan (THF) and concentrated hydroiodic acid (57 wt%) were
purchased from Sigma-Aldrich.
2.2 Preparation and reduction of GO lms

Freestanding GO lms were formed via the assembly process
occurring in an aqueous GO solution at the liquid/air inter-
face.30 We placed the GO solution (2 mg mL�1) in a glass beaker
and aer heating in a thermostated water bath at 80 �C for 1 h,
a smooth and condensed lm was formed at the liquid/air
interface. The less concentrated suspension formed under the
lm was decanted to another beaker leaving the GO lm at the
bottom of the heated beaker. We then dried the membranes at
80 �C for 8 h before peeling them off from the bottom of the
beaker. The reduction of the freestanding GO lms was carried
out by immersing them for 100 min in concentrated hydroiodic
acid solution (57 wt%) kept at 95 �C. We did the reduction in
a sealed Teon container placed in a water bath to avoid the
release of hydroiodic acid vapor to the ambient air. Finally, we
washed the RGO lms extensively with ethanol to remove
excessive hydroiodic acid from the lms. We determined all
lm thicknesses in this work including RGO, plasticized PVC
and RGO–PVC with a micrometer with the accuracy of 1 mm
(Digimatic Micrometer Series 293 MDC-MX Lite, Mitutoyo).
2.3 FTIR spectroscopy

We used the Bruker IFS 66/S instrument to study the water
diffusion through the RGO and the PVC lms with the FTIR-ATR
setup shown schematically in Fig. 1.49 The freestanding RGO
lms with a thickness of ca. 10 mm were pressed against
a germanium reection element (10 mm � 10 mm) by applying
a force of 15 cNm to the Teon grid and the cell above the lm.
The grid had four symmetrically placed holes to allow the
deionized water in the Teon cell to be in contact with the RGO
lm. We used zinc selenide reection elements (10 mm � 10
mm) for studying the water diffusion through the plasticized
PVC lms with and without the built-in RGO barrier. The
plasticized PVC lms consisting of HMW PVC (33.3 wt%) and
Fig. 1 Schematic view of the experimental setup used in the water
uptake and carbon dioxide measurements of the freestanding RGO
films and the plasticized PVC membranes with and without a RGO
barrier layer. The Teflon grid was only used for the freestanding RGO
films.

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2018
DOS (66.7 wt%) as a plasticizer were rst dissolved in THF
(20 wt%) with a vortex mixer and were le on an orbital shaker
overnight. The pure plasticized PVC lms (without the RGO
barrier) were then prepared by drop casting the membrane
solution (2 � 75 mL) on zinc selenide, resulting in a lm
thickness of ca. 300 mm. We recommend leaving the vials with
the membrane solutions unstirred in an upright position for ca.
5–6 h before the drop casting to allow microscopic air bubbles
to escape from the solution, in order to avoid the formation of
small air pockets/bubbles in the PVC membranes during their
overnight drying.

We used a two-step drop casting protocol for the PVC lms
with the built-in RGO barrier. First, the membrane solution (2�
50 mL) was drop cast on zinc selenide. It was allowed to dry for
2–3 min before the freestanding RGO barrier was applied on top
of the still not completely dried rst layer of plasticized PVC.
Aer that, the second layer of plasticized PVC was prepared by
applying the membrane solution (50 mL) on top of the RGO lm.
Drying overnight resulted in a thickness of ca. 400 mm for the
RGO–PVC lms. The upper and lower PVC lms had the
thickness of ca. 130 and 260 mm, respectively and the RGO layer
of ca. 10 mm. We did not use the Teon grid in the FTIR-ATR
measurements with the PVC and RGO–PVC lms because of
their good adhesion to the underlying zinc selenide substrate.
The sample compartment of the FTIR instrument was purged
with dry air for at least 20 min before starting the measurement
to remove moisture that could interfere with the water uptake
studies. The background spectrum and the rst spectrum were
always measured identically with an empty cell, resulting in
a straight horizontal line with zero absorbance as the rst
spectrum. Aer recording the rst spectrum, we quickly lled
the cell with water and during the next two hours the FTIR
spectra were recorded at 60 s intervals, and at 15 min intervals
for the rest of the total measurement time of 24 h. The spectral
resolution was 4 cm�1 and each spectrum consisted of 16
interferograms measured with a signal gain of 16. The incident
angle of the IR beam was 45� for both the germanium and the
zinc selenide crystal. We estimated the penetration depth of the
evanescent standing wave at the germanium/RGO and the zinc
selenide/plasticized PVC interface with the Harrick equation50

in the wavenumber region of the OH stretching vibrations
(3000–3700 cm�1), which was used to study the diffusion of
water through the RGO and the PVC lms. We obtain penetra-
tion depths of ca. 0.24–0.30 mm and 0.51–0.63 mm for
germanium/RGO and zinc selenide/plasticized PVC, respec-
tively, by using the refractive index of 4.05, 2.24, 2.43 and 1.5 for
germanium, RGO (GO), zinc selenide and plasticized PVC,
respectively. Hence, the evanescent standing wave senses in
practice the presence of water only at the germanium/RGO, zinc
selenide/PVC and the zinc selenide/RGO–PVC interfaces, and
not in the bulk of the RGO and PVC lms, making FTIR-ATR
spectroscopy suitable for studying the barrier properties of
RGO.

Wemeasured the transmission mode FTIR spectra of the GO
and RGO lms with the Bruker IFS 66/S instrument connected
to the Harrick's Video-MVPTM single reection diamond ATR
accessory (incidence angle: 45�) with a horizontal sampling area
RSC Adv., 2018, 8, 17645–17655 | 17647
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(d ¼ 500 mm) and a built-in manual pressure regulator. The
measurements were done with a resolution of 4 cm�1 in the
wavenumber range of 300–4000 cm�1 by accumulating 16
interferograms with a signal gain of 16. We prepared the GO
lms by rst drop casting the GO solution (140 mL) onto
a polyethylene terephthalate (PET) substrate and then allowing
it to dry in contact with the ambient atmosphere. Aer that, we
peeled off the lms from the substrate and measured the FTIR-
ATR spectra.

2.4 Raman spectroscopy

The Raman spectra of the GO and RGO lms were measured
with the Renishaw Raman imaging microscope (using the
WireTM v1.3 Raman soware) in the back-scattering mode on
the Leica DMLM microscope stage with 50� magnication. We
used the 514 nm laser excitation wavelength to record the
spectra in the wavenumber region of 300–4000 cm�1. The
spectrometer was always calibrated against a silicon standard
(520.0 cm�1) before recording the Raman spectra.

2.5 Carbon dioxide and oxygen permeability

We detected the diffusion of carbon dioxide through the RGO
and RGO–PVC lms with FTIR-ATR spectroscopy by purging
carbon dioxide gas through the Teon cell shown in Fig. 1 and
monitoring the intensity changes in the asymmetric stretching
mode of carbon dioxide at 2335 and 2366 cm�1, respectively.51

We used the Clark electrode in a two-compartment Teon cell to
monitor the OTR through the plasticized PVC and the RGO–PVC
lms by placing the lms between the two compartments. First,
we lled both compartments of the Teon cell with deionized
water and the plasticized PVC lms were then allowed to
equilibrate overnight before purging the aqueous solutions with
nitrogen gas to remove oxygen. The thickness of the lms was
ca. 300 mm and 0.17 cm2 of the lms were in contact with the
electrolyte solution. We placed the Clark electrode in the
receiving solution that was protected with nitrogen gas and
sealed with Paralm® and purged the source solution contin-
uously with oxygen (O2). The Clark electrode monitored the
change in the oxygen concentration (in ppm) in the receiving
solution resulting from the diffusion of oxygen through the PVC
lms with and without the RGO barrier.

2.6 XRD, XPS, SEM and EDXA

Wemeasured the X-ray diffraction (XRD) patterns with a Bruker
AXS D8 Discover instrument (Karlsruhe, Germany) equipped
with a Cu Ka X-ray source (l ¼ 0.154 nm) and a dynamic scin-
tillation detector. The samples were measured with a grazing
incident angle of 0.5� in the 2q range of 2� to 35� and with the
step size of 0.04�. The X-ray photoelectron spectra (XPS) were
measured with the Phi Quantum 2000 instrument with the
monochromatized A1 Ka irradiation line as the radiation
source. We did the data ttings with the PHI Multipak Version
9.0.0 soware by calibrating the spectra against 284.8 eV. The
LEO 1530 Gemini FEG-SEM instrument (Oberkochen, Germany)
equipped with a Thermo Scientic UltraDry Silicon Dri
Detector (SDD, Thermo Scientic USA) was used for the
17648 | RSC Adv., 2018, 8, 17645–17655
scanning electron microscopic (SEM) measurements and
energy dispersive X-ray analysis (EDXA) of the GO and RGO
lms.

2.7 Electrical conductivity

We used the 4-point probe technique in a linear conguration
with a tip spacing of 1.79 mm to measure the electrical
conductivity of the GO and RGO lms. The gold tips were
spring-loaded to ensure good contact with the sample and
a bias current between 6 � 10�7 and 1 � 10�3 A (depending on
the lm resistance) was applied over the GO and RGO lms with
a Keithley 2400 SourceMeter® until a stable and reproducible
voltage was obtained. All the measurements were carried out in
ambient conditions (relative humidity of 28.5% and at T ¼ 24.6
�C) and the lm conductivities were calculated using nite-
sized corrections.52

2.8 Water contact angles

The apparent WCAs (q) of the GO and RGO lms were measured
with the CAM200 contact angle goniometer (KSV Instruments,
Ltd.) by applying a droplet of deionized water (2 mL) on the lm
surface and measuring its prole for 5 s with the image capture
rate of 4 frames per s followed by 20 s with 1 frame per s. We
always did three or four separate measurements (depending on
the sample area) at different spots on the same sample surface.
The average contact angle for the le and the right side of the
droplets was calculated with the Young–Laplace tting method.

3. Results and discussions
3.1 Reduction of GO

Freestanding GO lms were rst synthesized from aqueous GO
solution at the liquid/air interface by heating the solution at
80 �C for 1 h as described in the Experimental section.30 The
chemical reduction of the GO lms to RGO was then performed
by immersing the lms in concentrated hydroiodic acid solu-
tion (57 wt%) for 100 min at 95 �C. We used concentrated
hydroiodic acid solution because the reduction with hydroiodic
acid vapor proposed by Su et al.40 reduced the mechanical
strength of the RGO lms. Fig. S1† shows an image of the RGO
lm. The efficiency of the reduction was evaluated with XPS,
which gives quantitative information about the chemical state
of the GO/RGO surfaces and functional groups covalently
attached to them.53 In Fig. 2a and c, the XPS spectra of the full
binding energy range show that GO contains more oxygen (29.5
atomic%) than RGO (10.5%), indicating that the reduction
removed a substantial amount of the oxygen-containing func-
tional groups from the surface of the GO sheets. This was
accompanied by the increase in the carbon content from 70.4%
(GO) to 84.6% (RGO) giving C/O ratios of 2.4 (GO) and 8.0 (RGO).
These values are in good accordance with the C/O ratios of 1.3
(GO) and 6.4 (RGO) determined with EDXA (Table S1†). The XPS
spectrum in Fig. 2c also shows that ca. 1.7 atomic% iodine was
bound to the RGO surface under the hydroiodic acid reduction
(I 3d5/2 spectra not shown here). This is much lower than that
obtained with EDXA (8.2%), which may depend on local
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2018



Fig. 2 Full binding energy range (a and c) and C 1s XPS spectra (b and d) of GO (a and b) and RGO (c and d).

Fig. 3 Raman spectra of (a) GO and (b) RGO.
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differences in the iodine concentration or insufficient washing
of the lms with ethanol aer the hydroiodic acid reduction.
Moreover, the penetration depth of X-rays in XPS analysis is
much smaller (only a few nm measuring the very surface of the
RGO lm) compared with EDXA. Therefore, the EDXA analysis
gives a more representative elemental composition of the entire
RGO lm. In addition to iodine, the EDXA measurements
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2018
showed that GO and RGO lms contained minor silicon
impurities (0.2–0.3%), probably originating from the glass
beaker used in the GO synthesis (Table S1†).

Fig. 2b and d show the high-resolution C 1s XPS spectra of
GO and RGO, respectively, tted to four different bands. Both
spectra contain a strong peak at 284.6 (GO)/284.8 eV (RGO)
assigned to C–C/C]C bonds in the carbon lattice (sp3/sp2
RSC Adv., 2018, 8, 17645–17655 | 17649



Fig. 4 Cross-sectional SEM image of the RGO film (magnification:
50 000�). The thickness of the RGO bundles is ca. 30 nm, indicating
that they consist of ca. 30–85 individual RGO sheets.
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hybridization).23,54 The spectra of the GO lm in Fig. 2b have
additional bands at 286.7 eV (strong) characteristic of the C–O/
C–O–C bonds (epoxy and hydroxyl),23,54,55 at 288.5 eV (carbonyl
C]O bonds),23,54,55 and a very weak band at 283.4 eV that we
assign to C–Si bonds,56 although we are not fully sure of its
origin due to its absence in the full energy range spectrum of GO
in Fig. 2a. Aer the hydroiodic acid reduction, the XPS spectrum
of RGO in Fig. 2d drastically changes its shape, indicating that
the hydroxyl and epoxy groups (286.8 eV), which are the major
oxygen-containing functional groups in GO, have been almost
entirely removed. Also, the C]O and C–Si bands cannot be
distinguished in the spectrum, showing the efficiency of the
hydroiodic acid reduction. On the other hand, two new bands
appear in the XPS spectrum of RGO at 285.6 and 289.5 eV, which
are assigned to C–I bonds56 and O–C]O bonds (carboxyl),23,55,57

respectively. The presence of covalent C–I bonds explains why
all iodine cannot be removed from the RGO lm with the
ethanol washing and why it is observed in the EDXA spectrum.
We conclude that the C–C/C]C band with a peak at 284.8 eV
dominates the XPS spectra aer the hydroiodic acid reduction,
showing that the hydroiodic acid reduction efficiently removes
most of the oxygen-containing functional groups from the RGO
surface.

The XPS results are supported by the FTIR, Raman and XRD
measurements. The FTIR spectrum of RGO in Fig. S2† is almost
featureless compared to GO, showing that the reduction
removed almost all oxygen-containing surface groups from the
GO lm. We note that the bands at ca. 1900–2300 cm�1 are due
to interferences caused by the Video-MVPTM single reection
diamond ATR setup that we used for recording the FTIR-ATR
spectra of GO and RGO. In the otherwise featureless RGO
spectrum, the distinct doublet bands of water vapor are
distinguished at ca. 1300–1900 cm�1 (partially overlapping with
the interferences from the Video-MVPTM setup) and ca. 3500–
3900 cm�1.51 In addition, the Raman spectrum of RGO in Fig. 3
reveals that GO was reduced to RGO. The Raman spectrum of
GO has the characteristic D and G bands, and the very weak 2D
(G0), D + G and 2D0 (G0) bands at 1352 cm�1, 1591 cm�1,
�2700 cm�1 (y2 � 1352), �2930–2940 cm�1 (y1352 + 1591)
and �3180 cm�1, respectively.32 Upon the hydroiodic acid
reduction of GO, the peak positions of the D and G bands shi
to 1345 and 1582 cm�1, respectively, followed by the decrease in
the full width at half maximum (FWHM) of both peaks, which is
typical for GO reduction.32 The FWHM of the D band, which is
easier to determine compared to the G band, decreased from ca.
140 cm�1 to 63 cm�1. We note that the ID/IG ratio (peak height
ratio of the D and G band) increased during the reduction
(100 min in hydroiodic acid) from ca. 0.94 to 1.46. A similar
increase in the ID/IG ratio has been reported to occur during
reduction with hydrazine,16,32 but this ratio decreased consid-
erably at reduction times longer than 2 h and the G band
became dominant as the hexagonal graphene lattice was better
restored at longer reduction times.32 The Raman spectrum of
RGO in Fig. 3 also reveals that the 2D band at �2692 cm�1,
characteristic of graphene and graphite, grows in intensity upon
the reduction of GO, which further indicates the restoration of
the graphene lattice.58 The shape of this band is dependent on
17650 | RSC Adv., 2018, 8, 17645–17655
the number of graphene layers and can be used to distinguish
between 1–5 layers of graphene. For more than ve layers, like
the RGO in this work, the Raman spectrum is in practice similar
to graphite.58 Graphene has a single sharp 2D band that has
approximately three times higher intensity than the G band.58

However, our RGO lms are relatively thick and the intensity of
the 2D band is therefore much lower than for the G band.58 The
D + G band at �2930 cm�1 becomes more peak shaped upon
reduction and the D0 band at �1605 cm�1 becomes visible due
to the decreased peak width of the G band and its slight shi to
lower wavenumbers (9 cm�1). The D, D0, D + G and 2D0 (y2 �
1605 cm�1 y 3210 cm�1) bands are all associated with the
disorder in the graphene lattice59 and show that the hydroiodic
acid reduction still leaves the RGO sheets with some
imperfections.

The XRD data in Fig. S3† show that the 002 diffraction peak
of GO shis from 12.2� (2q) to 24.4� for RGO due to the
hydroiodic acid reduction. We note here that the peak intensity
of RGO is typically lower and the peak broader compared to
GO,60 which Dresselhaus showed was typical for randomly
ordered turbostratic graphitic platelets.61 The interlayer spacing
(d) of the GO and RGO sheets was calculated using Bragg's law,
nl ¼ 2d sin q (where n ¼ 1, l ¼ 0.154 nm (CuKa) and q is the
diffraction angle) and was found to be 0.724 nm and 0.364 nm
for GO and RGO, respectively.23 This shows that the interlayer
spacing of RGO is much smaller than for GO and very close to
single crystal graphite (0.335 nm),62 thus impeding the inter-
layer diffusion of water, gaseous and ionic species, which is
advantageous for the barrier applications of RGO. The hydro-
iodic acid reduction also increased the water contact angle
(WCA) of the GO lm from 58 � 3� to 95 � 1� (RGO), thus
further increasing its barrier properties (Fig. S4†). In addition,
the hydroiodic acid reduction increased the electrical conduc-
tivity by more than eight orders of magnitude from 8 �
10�6 S cm�1 (GO) to 140–220 S cm�1 (RGO), which is similar to
the conductivity of 298 S cm�1 for RGO reduced in hydroiodic
acid reported by Pei et al.34 This proves that the applied
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2018
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reduction method efficiently restores the electrical conductivity
of the graphene lattice, despite its defects.
3.2 Morphology of the GO and RGO lms

First, we measured the thickness of the GO and RGO lms with
a digital micrometer to ca. 13 and 10 mm, respectively, indi-
cating that the GO lm slightly shrank during the hydroiodic
acid reduction due to the removal of oxygen-containing func-
tional groups. This is in good accordance with the decreased
interlayer spacing of RGO observed with XRD, but also with the
lm thickness of ca. 10 mmmeasured with SEM. Cross-sectional
SEM images of the RGO lm reveal that it consists of ca. 30 nm
thick RGO bundles made of approximately 30–85 individual
RGO sheets by assuming a sheet thickness of 0.35–1 mm. Fig. 4
shows that the RGO bundles have a compact layered structure
with the basal planes of the individual sheets stacked on each
other with some wrinkles (surface corrugation) visible on the
uppermost RGO sheets, which is typical for GO and RGO.55,63

The interlayer distance between the bundles is relatively large,
which may weaken the barrier properties of the RGO lm,
although the bundles are connected together by some shorter
RGO bundles functioning as “pillars” between the horizontally
oriented bundles, thus forming an electrically conducting RGO
network. Despite the larger interlayer spacing between the RGO
bundles, we expect that the individual bundles would function
as multiple barriers for liquid water, gases, molecules and ionic
substances, which strongly retards the diffusion through the
RGO lm by considerably increasing their diffusion path length
compared to single- or few-layer RGO/graphene barriers.
3.3 Water uptake of freestanding RGO lms

We studied the barrier properties of the freestanding RGO lm
(10 mm � 10 mm) to liquid water with the experimental setup
shown in Fig. 1. We observed the typical OH stretching bands at
ca. 3000–3700 cm�1 with the absorbance maximum at ca. 0.13
Fig. 5 (a) FTIR-ATR spectrum of the bare germanium reflection
element in contact with liquid water and (b) the FTIR spectra recorded
during the water uptake of the ca. 10 mm thick RGO film in deionized
water after a contact time of 1 min, 30 min, 1, 2, 4, 6, 9, 12, 18 and 24 h.

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2018
A.U. for liquid water placed in contact with the bare germanium
reection element (spectrum (a) in Fig. 5). In this wavenumber
region, the penetration depth of the evanescent standing wave
formed at the germanium/RGO interface is ca. 240–300 nm,
calculated with the Harrick equation.50 Therefore, the RGO lm
must be at least two times thicker than 300 nm to ensure that
the evanescent standing wave senses only water in the RGO lm
and that it is not exposed to deionized water in the Teon cell.
The spectra (b) in Fig. 5 measured for 24 h during the water
uptake reveal that the 10 mm thick RGO lm is impermeable to
water due to the absence of OH stretching bands in the FTIR
spectra. We distinguished only two very weak water vapor bands
at ca. 3500–3950 cm�1, originating from traces of water vapor in
the sample compartment of the FTIR instrument.51 It was
concluded that the hydroiodic acid reduction effectively
converts the hydrophilic GO into hydrophobic RGO, decreasing
the interlayer spacing between the RGO sheets, which blocks
the water diffusion through the ca. 10 mm thick RGO lm for at
least 24 hours. This also indicates that the lm does not have
any interconnected holes, voids or inter-edge spaces that could
facilitate the diffusion of water through the lm. The relatively
large interlayer spacing between the RGO bundles (Fig. 4) does
not seem to be a critical issue for water diffusion through the
RGO lms.
3.4 RGO as a water barrier in plasticized PVC membranes

We expect that due to its water impermeability, the RGO lm
will also function as an efficient barrier embedded in thin
polymer lms. We recently used FTIR-ATR spectroscopy to show
that a 120 nm thick amorphous hydrogenated carbon (a:C–H)
layer deposited with radio-frequency plasma-enhanced CVD on
50 mm thick poly(lactic acid) lms (PLA) decreased the water
uptake of PLA by 55% aer a contact time of 24 h, and even
more at shorter times.64 The FTIR-ATR technique was previously
used for studying the water uptake of plasticized PVC,49,65,66

poly(acrylate)67,68 and silicone rubber based ion-selective
membranes66,68,69 to prevent the detrimental water layer or
pool formation at the interfaces of potentiometric SCISEs.69–71

Although plasticized PVC is rather hydrophobic, we have shown
with FTIR-ATR measurements that it cannot prevent the water
layer formation49,66 that results in the potential instability and
irreproducibility of these devices.65 The embedded RGO layer is
therefore essential for improving the SCISE performance by
preventing the water layer formation, which is an important
step towards maintenance-free and calibration-free SCISEs. In
addition, the FTIR-ATR technique is especially powerful for
studying the water diffusion in polymers since it distinguishes
between different types of water ranging from isolated (mono-
meric), small clusters (weakly hydrogen bonded) to larger
clusters, and to bulk-like water (more strongly hydrogen
bonded) forming a continuous extended water network,72–74

which indicates the formation of water pools at the electrode
interfaces.

Fig. 6a shows the FTIR-ATR spectra measured during the
water uptake of 24 h for a ca. 300 mm thick plasticized PVC lm
(without the RGO barrier) prepared on a zinc selenide reection
RSC Adv., 2018, 8, 17645–17655 | 17651



Fig. 6 FTIR spectra measured during the water uptake of the plasti-
cized PVC membranes (a) without and (b) with the RGO barrier layer.
We recorded the FTIR spectra in deionized water after a contact time
of 1, 5, 15 and 30 min, and 1, 2, 4, 6, 9, 12, 18 and 24 h. The plasticized
PVCmembranes had a thickness of ca. 300 mm (without RGO) and 400
mm (with RGO).
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element (10 mm � 10 mm). The intensity of the H–O–H
stretching band at 3000–3700 cm�1 (ref. 75) increased quickly
during the rst 15min to ca. 0.025 and then gradually to ca. 0.14
during the rest of the measurement time of 24 h with the water
uptake slowing down during the last 6 hours. Characteristic
bands for small (dimeric) and larger water clusters, and bulk-
like water are distinguished in the spectra at �3600, 3365 and
�3250 cm�1, respectively. In addition, the band at 1643 cm�1

assigned to H–O–H deformation vibrations grew in intensity
during the water uptake.75 The water uptake of plasticized PVC
is in good accordance with the water uptake of similar
membranes,49 showing that water diffuses rather easily through
plasticized PVC, which makes it suitable for studying the water
barrier properties of the embedded RGO lm. We have previ-
ously shown with FTIR-ATR spectroscopy that the water diffu-
sion coefficients in plasticized PVC are (9.4� 0.2)� 10�8 cm s�1

(smaller water clusters) and (9.2 � 0.1) � 10�9 cm s�1 (larger
17652 | RSC Adv., 2018, 8, 17645–17655
water clusters and aggregates).65 The water diffusion coeffi-
cients were therefore not mathematically modelled in this work.
We also note that the downward pointing bands with negative
intensity at 1149, 1172, �1240, 1733, 2857, 2929 and 2958 cm�1

are all related to vibrational modes of the plasticizer DOS and
PVC.49,76 Their intensities decrease due to the minor swelling of
the plasticized PVC lm during its water uptake, which
decreases the amount of both plasticizer and PVC at the zinc
selenide/plasticized PVC interface.49

Fig. 6b shows that the RGO barrier blocks the water diffusion
through the ca. 400 mm thick plasticized PVC lms for at least
16 h (only 0–12, 18 and 24 h shown in the gure). Although
RGO–PVC is ca. 100 mm thicker than the PVC lm without the
RGO barrier (Fig. 6a), it cannot explain the complete absence of
water at the underlying zinc selenide interface.49 The only
reasonable explanation is that the RGO lm functions as an
effective water barrier in the plasticized PVC lm. Aer 16 h, the
intensity of the OH stretching bands (3000–3700 cm�1)
increased indicating that the RGO barrier properties became
weaker. We do not know the exact reason for this, but we
speculate that the slight swelling of the PVC lm during the
water uptake causes cracks in the RGO lm facilitating the
diffusion of water through the barrier. When inspecting the
RGO–PVC lm aer the water uptake measurements, we visu-
ally observed a few small cracks at the edges of the RGO layer
where the circular inner part of the water uptake cell had been
pressed against the RGO–PVC lm. In addition, the absorbance
maximum of larger water clusters aer 24 h of water uptake (ca.
0.025 A.U. at 3400 cm�1) appeared at a wavenumber that is
35 cm�1 higher compared to the PVC lm without the barrier.
This reveals that water forms a network to a lesser extent in the
RGO–PVC lm (consisting of smaller clusters) compared to the
plasticized PVC lm lacking the barrier layer. The absence of
a distinguishable bulk water maximum at ca. 3250 cm�1

supports this assumption. We conclude that the FTIR-ATR
measurements conrm that the 10 mm RGO lm functions as
an efficient water barrier in plasticized PVC.
3.5 Carbon dioxide and oxygen barrier properties of RGO

We used also FTIR-ATR spectroscopy to determine the carbon
dioxide barrier properties of the RGO–PVC lms by purging the
FTIR cell in Fig. 1 with carbon dioxide gas and measuring the
FTIR spectra aer 1, 2 and 24 h. In Fig. 7, the intensity increase
in the carbon dioxide bands at 2335 and 2366 cm�1 assigned to
asymmetric stretching modes of carbon dioxide51 shows that it
takes more than 1 h for carbon dioxide to diffuse through the
plasticized PVC lm while the RGO–PVC lm is impermeable to
carbon dioxide for at least 24 h. We assume that the very weak
downward pointing bands of DOS and PVC observed for both
PVC lms are related to drying and subsequent shrinking of the
PVC lms, although the exact reason is unclear. We speculate
also that the slight swelling of the upper PVC layer during the
water uptake may be the reason for the negative bands at 1070,
1146 and 1203 cm�1 observed in Fig. 6b.

We also utilized RGO to explore its barrier properties toward
oxygen permeation. Fig. S5,† including the membrane-free
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2018



Fig. 7 FTIR spectra showing the carbon dioxide diffusion through the plasticized PVC membrane with (1) and without (2) the RGO barrier layer.
We measured the spectra after exposing the membranes to carbon dioxide for (a) 1, (b) 2 and (c) 24 h.

Table 1 OTRmeasured for 1 h at 21–23 �C for the RGO–PVC film and
the plasticized PVC membrane without the RGO barrier layer. We
carried out the control experiment in the absence of a plasticized PVC
membrane separating the source and the receiving compartments of
the oxygen measuring cell. Both compartments were filled with
deionized water in all measurements

t/min

OTR (cm3 m�2 per day)

Control PVC RGO–PVC

15 21 000 � 1000 13 500 � 100 1220 � 90
30 16 000 � 4000 7900 � 300 1190 � 50
45 18 000 � 3000 6600 � 100 1280 � 70
60 20 000 � 2000 5700 � 200 1250 � 20
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control measurement, shows that the RGO–PVC has much
better oxygen barrier properties compared to the plasticized
PVC lacking the RGO barrier. The oxygen concentration in the
receiving solution (given in ppm) is much lower for RGO–PVC
than for the PVC lm without the RGO barrier, indicating that
less oxygen diffuses through the RGO–PVC lm. As shown in
Table 1, the OTR aer 15, 30, 45 and 60 min of purging the
source solution with oxygen was 1220 � 90, 1190 � 50, 1280 �
70 and 1250 � 20 cm3 m�2 per day for RGO–PVC (mean value:
1240 cm3 m�2 per day) and 13 500 � 100, 7900 � 300, 6600 �
100 and 5700 � 200 cm3 m�2 per day (mean value: 8400 cm3

cm�2 per day) for the PVC lm without the barrier. On average,
the RGO barrier reduced the OTR by 85.2%, although the OTR
for the barrierless PVC lm decreased continuously during the
1 h measurement, which is currently not well understood. The
OTR is usually measured at 0% relative humidity (RH) and
23 �C; however, we did the OTR measurements in (deionized)
liquid water, which was placed in direct contact with the plas-
ticized PVC lms because of their intended use as ISM matrices
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2018
in SCISEs designed for the determination of inorganic analytes
in aqueous solutions. It is therefore not straightforward to
compare our OTR values with literature data. The OTR for three
different 13–15 mm thick PVC lms used as the overwrap for
fresh produce varied between 628 � 19 (5 �C) and 7010 � 106
cm3 m�2 per day (40 �C) in the temperature range of 5–40 �C,
whereas the OTR was not inuenced by the RH (measured at 0%
or > 90–95%).77 At 20 �C, the OTR was from 1609 � 43 to 2779 �
68 cm3 m�2 per day, which is slightly lower but still in good
accordance with our results obtained at 21–23 �C (Table 1),
especially when considering the differences in the experimental
setup (water vapor vs. liquid water) and the high amount of
plasticizer (66 wt%) present in our PVC lms.

In a recent study, a 70 nm thick electrochemically exfoliated
GO barrier layer was fabricated by mechanically pressing it
against a 49 mm thick PVC lm.78 It was shown that the thin GO
barrier reduced the OTR by ca. 40% from 668� 1 to 266� 6 mol
m�2 s�1 Pa�1 at 0% RH and 35 �C, and even up to ca. 93% when
the GO barrier was deposited on polypropylene. The decrease in
the latter case is comparable to the OTR reduction of 85.2% to
1240 cm3 m�2 per day in liquid water induced by the RGO lm
embedded in the plasticized PVC lm in this work. Despite the
signicant OTR decrease, the OTR value indicates that RGO–
PVC is still only a moderate oxygen transmitter (�1000 cm3 m�2

per day). In contrast, a high oxygen barrier layer with an OTR of
only 0.12 cm3 m�2 per day was fabricated from a mixture of
0.1 wt% polyethyleneimine and 0.2 wt% GO deposited on PET.79

However, the OTR measurement was conducted at 23 �C and
0% RH, and it has been shown for ethylene vinyl alcohol, which
is a high barrier material for oxygen, that increasing the RH
markedly reduced its barrier properties.80 In summary, we
speculate that the smaller oxygen molecules (d ¼ 0.12 nm) can
more easily diffuse via the defects, voids, inter-edge spaces and
RSC Adv., 2018, 8, 17645–17655 | 17653
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interlayer spacings of RGO compared to the two times larger
carbon dioxide molecules (d ¼ 0.23 nm), which could explain
the differences in their diffusion through the RGO–PVC lms.
In addition, the plasticized PVC lms are in direct contact with
liquid water in the OTR measurements, in contrast to the
carbon dioxide diffusion measurements, thus complicating the
comparison of the carbon dioxide and oxygen diffusion through
the PVC lms.

4. Conclusion

We show with FTIR-ATR spectroscopy and OTR measurements
that a 10 mm thick RGO lm embedded in plasticized PVC
commonly used as the ISM matrix in SCISEs functions as an
efficient barrier for liquid water, carbon dioxide and oxygen,
which causes potential instability and irreproducibility of the
SCISEs. The barrier layer impedes carbon dioxide diffusion,
blocks the water diffusion for 16 h and decreases the OTR by
85%. The RGO barrier prepared by the reduction of GO with
hydroiodic acid is robust and easy to handle and therefore has
greater practical relevance compared to the mono- and few-layer
RGO or graphene barriers. Cross-sectional SEM images show
that the barrier lms are composed of ca. 30 nm thick RGO
bundles consisting of approximately 30–85 individual RGO
sheets. The good barrier properties of RGO are due to its multi-
layer structure and the shorter interlayer distance (0.364 nm) of
the RGO sheets induced by the hydroiodic acid reduction. The
multi-layer structure increases the diffusion path length of
water, carbon dioxide and oxygen, and efficiently reduces the
negative effect of holes, voids and inter-edge spacing on the
permeability of RGO. In addition, the relatively high hydro-
phobicity (WCA: 95 � 1�) of RGO counteracts the water diffu-
sion. It is shown here that FTIR-ATR spectroscopy is a very
sensitive, simple and suitable technique for studying low levels
of water and carbon dioxide diffusing through RGO and RGO–
PVC lms, compared to the commonly used gravimetric tech-
niques. We aim to report the application of RGO as a barrier
layer in SCISEs in a follow-up paper.
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